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ABSTRACT 

RANS calculations are performed of wake-induced transition in the boundary layer 
flow of the steam turbine stator blade N3-60. A dynamic intermittency model is used. 
Four different configurations are computed and compared with experiments: two levels 
of free-stream turbulence intensity, 0.4% and 3%, combined with two diameters of the 
wake generator bars, 4 mm and 6 mm. The transition is mainly of bypass type, but for 
0.4% free-stream turbulence intensity, between wakes, separation transition and natural 
transition occur. It is shown that the experiments can be simulated with good accuracy if 
the wake parameters at the inlet of the domain are carefully prescribed. 

The turbulence model is the SST k-ω model of Menter et al. (2003), with the time 
scale bound of Medic and Durbin (2002). The transition model is the two-equation 
model of Lodefier and Dick [1]. A turbulence weighting factor τ is used as multiplier of 
the turbulent viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equations. The weighting factor is also 
introduced in the turbulence model to suppress turbulence production prior to transition.  

The turbulence weighting factor τ (τ = γ + ζ) is the sum of the ‘near-wall’ 
intermittency factor γ and the ‘free-stream’ intermittency factor ζ. Both factors are 
modelled by a dynamic equation, but have strongly different time scales. The diffusion 
of free-stream intermittency into the boundary layer is a slow, quasi-steady, process. The 
near-wall intermittency due to vortex breakdown has a fast build-up. 
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   Empirical criteria are used to start transition by activating the starting function Fs 

from zero to one or two in the source term of the near-wall intermittency equation. 



 

 To model steady transition, Fs is switched from 0 to 1. The source term in the near-
wall intermittency equation has been calibrated for steady flows. For wake-induced 
transition, Fs

 is set to 2 at start, then falls to 1 during the wake passage and finally 
becomes 0 after wake passage. With Fs =2, the source term is large. In this way, the 
sudden start of transition due to wake-impact is modelled. 

   The experiments were done at TU Czestochowa by Zarzycki and Elsner [2] in an 
open cascade wind tunnel with a wake generator. This generator is a wheel of pitch 
diameter 1950 mm with cylindrical bars rotating in a plane perpendicular to the flow 
direction. The wheel has a section of 4 mm bars, a section of 6 mm bars and a free-
space section which is used for no-wake measurements. The bars are spaced by 204 mm 
on the pitch circle. The blade profile N3-60 is a stator vane of the high-pressure part of 
the TK–200 steam turbine. With a movable grid upstream of the cascade, the free-
stream turbulence intensity is controlled. With grid, Tu = 3%. Without grid, Tu = 0.4%. 

    

 
Figure 1. Comparison between experimental (dots) and computed (line) shape 
factor  for S = 0.85. Left: Tu=0.4%, d=4mm; Right: Tu=3%, d=6mm. 
 
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the shape factor at the relative position S = 0.85 on the 
suction side for two cases. The major difference between low and high background 
turbulence intensity flows occurs between the wakes where bypass transition disappears 
and the flow becomes laminar. For low intensity, due to the adverse pressure gradient, 
the shape factor reaches slightly separated values. Without wakes, a steady separation 
bubble occurs close to the trailing edge, with turbulent reattachment. With wakes and 
the effect of calming, the separation is much reduced. For high background turbulence 
intensity, the flow between the wakes becomes laminar but does not separate. The low 
levels of shape factor under wake impact are very well predicted. 
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